Recently, brain storming optimisation (BSO) is proposed to solve some of the optimisation problems. The original version of BSO ignores the concept of sharing the same idea among different groups. In addition, since BSO focuses on the cluster centres and gives them the highest priority, it might fall into local optima. Therefore, this paper proposes a modified BSO algorithm entitled fuzzy brain storing optimisation (FBSO) that tries to solve these two problems by: 1) sharing the same idea with different groups using fuzzy C-mean instead of K-mean; 2) the paper uses a predator-prey approach when generating new ideas to deviate the search from the local optima; 3) testing the BSO and FBSO on one of the important problems in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) which is the energy topology control (ETC) problem. The results of FBSO seem promising and outperform the BSO in many cases.
Introduction
Studying the biology of a single bee, bird, ant and many other swarms reveals the secret behind the behaviour of such swarms. Consequently, studying the collective social behaviour of swarms leads to paramount significance. In fact, a new field of intelligence named 'swarm intelligence' (SI) has been established. These naturally inspired algorithms become now among the most widely used computational intelligence techniques (Glover and Laguna, 1997; Azar and El-Said, 2013; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995; Koziel and Yang, 2011; Yang, 2008; Gandomi et al., 2013; Azar and Vaidyanathan, 2015; Azar, 2012; Zhu and Azar, 2015; Hassanien et al., 2014) . SI algorithms have many advantages over the traditional algorithms in which they are simple, cheap, and robust. In addition, they are suitable as distributed problem solving algorithms (Yang, 2009) .
Some of the famous SI algorithms are ant colony optimisation, particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and bat algorithm. Ant colony optimisation algorithms appeared around the 1990s and introduced in Gandomi et al. (2013) , Yang (2009) and Dorigo and Blum (2005) . The algorithm is mainly inspired from ant colony where ants interested to live in colonies instead of individuals. The concept of the optimisation was taking from the way ants find a path to their food. Ants start by looking randomly for food in the areas around their nests leaving chemical pheromones. Other ants are guided in their ways by the previously pheromones smell. They follow the path with strongest pheromones concentration. Once an ant found the food source, it goes back holding the food and leaving pheromones on its way back proportionate with the amount of food and its quality.
PSO algorithms are introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 . The idea behind these algorithms is to emulate the swarm behaviour such as fish and birds. These algorithms share the idea of genetic algorithms in terms of generating initial population and searching for optima in the search space. However, PSO has no crossover and mutation operators. There are many variations to PSO algorithms such as neural-based PSO (Settles and Rylander, 2002) and fuzzy-based PSO (Chen et al., 2006; Azar, 2010a Azar, , 2010b .
Bat algorithm is a met-heuristic algorithm that it is proposed by Yang (2010) . The idea of the algorithm was based on the microbats characteristics and their echo system for sensing the locations. In addition, the microbat is able to identify its velocity and distance. These characteristics are formed to solve many of the real optimisation problems.
Recently, a new swarm optimisation algorithm is developed entitled 'brain storming optimisation' (BSO) algorithm. As the name denotes, it takes its idea from the human brain storming process (Lehrer, 2012) . The idea has been adapted by Yuhui (2011) to be used in solving optimisation problems. A modified version is introduced by Zhi-hui et al. (2012) where random clusters are used instead of K-mean clustering technique. One of the applications of BSO is introduced recently in Junfeng et al. (2015) to enhance the deployment process of sensor nodes. All of the BSO variations prioritise the centre of the clusters/groups and mainly depend on it in generating new idea. That might lead the algorithm to be trapped at the local optima. In addition, the BSO and its variations ignored one important concept of the brain storming process which is sharing the same idea between the different groups. Therefore, this paper introduces a modified version of BSO that tries to solve the problem of the BSO algorithm by introducing two concepts to it. The first concept is to share the same idea among different groups through fuzzy C-mean clustering instead of the random or K-mean algorithms. In addition, the paper introduces the concept of predator/prey inspired from Enrique et al. (2013) and Haibin et al. (2015) for the algorithm to avoid trapping into local optima.
Another contribution of this paper is the utilisation of the BSO and FBSO in solving one of the hard problems in sensor networks which is energy topology control (ETC) problem. This solution is used as a proof of concept to verify the efficiency of FBSO in real problems in the field of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The problem is elaborated in some details in later sections. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains the idea of BSO algorithm, Section 3 elaborates on the fuzzy C-mean clustering technique, the proposed algorithm FBSO is introduced in Section 4, The problem of energy-aware topology control in WSNs is stated in Section 5, the experimental results is explained in Section 6, finally, the paper concludes in Section 7.
Figure 1 Brain storming process
Source: Lehrer (2012) 2 Brain storming optimisation BSO is a new developed algorithm that is based on the way human beings think of complex problems. It adopts the brain storming mechanism that human beings use. People come together thinking of a solution or more to a problem. They develop their ideas, share them, evaluate them, select the best ideas, then go for iterations. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the original brain storming activities (Lehrer, 2012) . The chart shows that brain storming process goes for iterations to reach an efficient solution to the problem in hand through collaboration between people that are closely related or not to the problem. This process proved to be efficient in solving real life complex problems. Yuhui (2011) adapted this method of thinking to solve optimisation problems in different fields of science. The author considered human being as the smartest animal and adapting his/her way of thinking should lead to efficient solutions. According to Yuhui (2011) , two iterations brain storming process divided into eight steps summarised in Table 1 . As can be seen, Step 6 works as a divergence to the people from getting trapped in the same ideas. Table 1 Brain storming process steps
Brain storming process
Step 1 Get people from different background as much as possible.
Step 2 People should generate many ideas according to the following rules:
Rule 1 Suspend judgement
Rule 2 Anything goes
Rule 3 Cross-fertilise (piggyback)
Rule 4 Go for quantity
Step 3 Some persons will be selected to be the owners of the problem to pick the good ideas from the gathered people.
Step 4 The selected ideas will be used as base for generating more ideas according to the same rules stated in Step 2.
Step 5 Repeat
Step 3 to pick the good generated ideas.
Step 6 Randomly pick an object and use the functions and appearance of the object as clues, generate more ideas according to the rules.
Step 7 Let the owners pick up several better ideas.
Step 8 By this step, we hope that good ideas are reached to be considered as a solution to the problem in hand.
This process is translated to formal algorithmic steps to be suitable for optimisation problems including generation process, clustering process, and mutation and selector operators. The original BSO uses K-mean as the clustering technique. Gaussian random values are added to generate new individuals according to equation (1).
where X new is the newly generated individual and X old is the selected individual to generate new one. n(μ, σ) is the Gaussian function with mean μ and variance σ. ε is the contribution weight of Gaussian random value and it is computed by equation (2).
where log sig() is the logarithmic sigmoid function, m iteration is the maximum number of iterations, c iteration is the current iteration number, k is a constant for changing the logarithmic sigmoid function slope, and rand() is a random generator function that generates a number between 0 and 1.
Fuzzy C-mean clustering
Fuzzy C-mean clustering is originally introduced by Enrique (1970) . Fuzzy C-mean has been used in clustering, image processing, pattern recognition, and many other problems. The idea behind FCM is the fuzziness of belongings each element in the data to different groups. Not like the K-mean algorithm where each element belongs only to certain group, FCM relaxes this hard constraint to allow each element to belong to multiple groups with a membership degree subject to the summation of all the membership degrees of every point to all clusters must be one. FCM uses a minimisation function to partition the points or the data sets. Therefore, the membership function U might have elements between 0 and 1 with a summation of a data point is equal to 1 as given in equation (3).
The objective/cost function is written as follows:
where u ij value is in a range of [0, 1], c i is the centre of a cluster i, d ij is the Euclidian distance between the cluster centre c i and the data point j, and m is called weight exponent and its value is the range of [1, ∞). However, the constraints of c i and u ij to reach the required minimum are as follows:
Therefore, FCM, as shown in Figure 2 , starts by initialising U as a membership matrix by random values satisfying equation (3). The fuzzy cluster centre c is then computed using equation (5). The cost function is then evaluated using equation (4) and based on its value the algorithm might stop, either it is below certain value or the enhancement from the previous iteration is less than certain threshold. If there is a chance for enhancement, U is then computed using equation (6) and the algorithm is repeated again. 
Fuzzy brain storming optimisation algorithm
In this section, our proposed FBSO is presented. As can be seen from the previous sections, BSO depends mainly on the clustering and the K-mean clustering algorithm is used for this purpose. K-mean clustering allows each idea to belong to only one cluster and the new cluster centre is chosen based on the new cluster members/ideas. In BSO, the generated cluster centre idea is treated with higher probability than other ideas in the cluster (Enrique et al., 2013) . Therefore, the global information of the work space is not fully utilised. Consequently, some of the good ideas might be lost due to the focus on the clusters centres. Here in this paper, one of the targets is to enhance the selection of the cluster centres based on ideas that might be shared with other clusters. FBC might be the right approach to do so where it does the clustering based on the fuzzy sharing to the ideas through multiple clusters with a percentage.
Another issue in the generation process of BSO, where in general swarm-based approaches, can easy fall into local optima (Enrique et al., 2013; Haibin et al., 2015) . Enrique et al. (2013) and Haibin et al. (2015) suggested using a predator-prey approach when generating new ideas. Therefore, equation (1) will be replaced by equations (7) and (8) 
where X pred , X prey and X centre are new position of predator, new position of prey and the nearest predator to the current prey respectively. P is a treated as a binary variable to determine whether a prey is able escapes or not. a and b are two factors define the difficulty of escaping and calculated as given in equation (9).
,
where X span is the searching range of the design variable. Therefore, the FBSO algorithm could be summarised as follows:
Step 1 Define the number of iterations (I max ), number of ideas (D) to be initially generated, number of clusters (C max ), Pro1, Pro2, Pro3, μ, σ and m.
Step 2 Randomly generate D ideas.
Step 3 Evaluate the D generated solutions.
Step 4 Apply the Pareto dominance on the generated idea.
Step 5 Apply fuzzy C-mean clustering to cluster the generated ideas into number of clusters C max as explained in Section 3.
Step 6 Rank the selected n solution and choose the best global solution (X gbest )
Step 7 New individuals generation:
With probability Pro1, replace the selected clusters with randomly generated idea. a with probability Pro2, randomly pick a cluster; otherwise pick two clusters b with probability Pro3, pick the cluster centre(s) and go to (d); otherwise pick other ideas from the previously selected clusters and go to (e); those idea(s) represent the old ideas c generate new idea using predator operation; then go to (e) d generate new idea using prey operation e apply crossover operation between the newly generated ideas and the old ones; select the best idea to replace the old one, if any.
If n ideas are updated, go to Step 8; otherwise, go to (a).
Step 8 If the current number of iterations < I max , go to Step 3.
Step 9 Evaluate the current solutions and terminate.
Energy-aware topology control problem for WSNs
The problem of energy-aware topology control in WSNs is one of the important problems since sensor nodes suffer from low energy; in fact, sensors work in AA batteries and suppose to live for long time without recharging; it might be impossible to recharge them due to the deployment environment restrictions/harshens. Therefore, minimising the power used by any node for transmission is an essential objective of any WSN. At the same time, nodes have to be connected for sending and receiving messages among them and to/from the sink node. A simplified definition to the energy-aware topology control problem is to minimise the power used by each node for transmission and guarantee that the overall network is strongly connected. One of the solutions to the topology control problem is introduced in Li et al. (2005) where they use the minimum spanning tree to control the network topology. RESP (Xijun et al., 2013) controlled the network topology by ensuring k-edge connectivity and preserving the minimum-weight path. A memetic algorithm with genetic is also used in Andreas et al. (2007) to solve the same problem. Therefore, the problem is represented in a form of chromosomes, crossover and mutation operators are utilised. Other variations to the problem already studied in the literature; for instance, Chakraborty et al. (2012) controlled the network topology through interchangeable set of relays. Fadoua and Abdellah (2015) considered quality of service (QoS) along with energy for topology control. The authors formulated the problem in ILP format and use CEPLEX optimiser to solve it.
Our work in this paper mainly inspired from the work done in Fadoua and Abdellah (2015) and Andreas et al. (2007) in terms of formalising the topology control problem and the efficiency measurement criteria. However, the problem is modified to fit the BSO algorithm. For instance, Andreas, et al. (2007) care only about the QoS regardless the network connectivity and Fadoua and Abdellah (2015) ignored the QoS of networks while caring only about the network connectivity. This papers considers both measures which are network connectivity, network QoS. The topology control problem could be defined as follows.
Given a set of sensor nodes (N) that already deployed in a monitored field forming a graph G (u, v) where there is a link between u and v nodes. Each sensor is characterised with initial energy (e). In addition, each sensor is associated with different power levels P 1 , P 2 , …, P n . In order for a node to communicate with its neighbor, a power cost P ij is consumed by node i to reach node j. d ij is the distance between node i and j. Each node can select the suitable power level to reach another node within the range of P 1 and P max . The total energy cost consumed by the network (P total ) is computed by equation (10).
The main purpose is to determine the power level of each node that minimises the overall network total power P total and generate a strong connected network with the following quality measures.
• Connectivity: the graph G has to be connected; in other words if there is a multihop path between node u and v in G, there should be a path, the same or different path, between them in the generated network T.
• Hop stretch factor: it is the worst increase in path length in terms of number of hops for two nodes u and v between the original graph G and the path in the generated controlled graph T. This could be measured by equation (11).
( 1 1 ) where (u, v)G, (u, v) T is the shortest path between u and v in graph G and T in terms of number of hops, respectively.
• Energy stretch factor: it is the worst increase in energy used to send a packet between any two pairs of nodes u and v along the minimum energy path between G and T graphs. This could be estimated using equation (12).
( 1 2 ) where E T (u, v) is the energy consumed along the most efficient energy path in graph T. Similarly, E G (u, v) is the energy consumed along the most efficient energy path in graph G.
For topology control, a BSO idea is represented in a form of vector containing the power assigned to each sensor to communicate with its neighbours as shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen, the idea length is the number of nodes in the network. Out of the produced solutions, a T subgraph will be generated. However, some of the generated subgraphs will not be of a correct idea. Therefore, a correction method has to be applied to the generated ideas; in this regard, the correction function suggested in Andreas et al. (2007) is followed. Then, both BSO and FBSO are applied to the correct generated ideas. The evaluation for each idea is done through the previously mentioned criteria. The clustering in both k-mean and fuzzy C-mean is based on the measurement of HSF and ESF to each idea.
Proof of concept experimental results
This section compares between the efficiency of both BSO and FBSO when they are used to solve the topology control problem in WSNs. These experiments are considered as a proof of concept to the FBSO efficiency and suitability. A Java program has been developed for this purpose. During the experiments, 10 to 200 sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a field of 1,000 m × 1,000 m. Five different power levels are assigned to each node. Pro1, Pro2 and Pro3 are pre-determined as 0.8, 0.8 and 0.2. The number of iterations is set to 300. The population size is set to 50. In addition are set to 0 and 1, respectively. The results presented in this section are the average over ten runs. A summery to the detailed parameters values are listed in Table 2 . In the first experiment, the enhancement of the global idea along the increasing number of iterations is monitored. As can be seen in Figure 4 , the FBSO is more diverging than BSO as the number of iterations increase. For instance the HSF for BSO at iteration 180 is almost 6 while HSF for FBSO is almost 4. Figure 5 is another measure for the performance of both BSO and FBSO along the number of iterations. Again, the figure shows that FBSO is more efficient then BSO algorithm. For instance, the ESF for BSO at iteration 130 was 8 and FBSO was 6 which is a big difference. The conclusion out of these two charts that FBSO is performing better than BSO and although at iteration 200 both algorithms reaches the same HSF, the ESF for FBSO was much better than for BSO. The second set of experiments considers different number of nodes per networks. In addition, different network topologies are considered where the nodes are deployed 10 times with different topologies and the average results are concluded. Figure 6 depicts the hop stretch factor for the different networks with different number of nodes. As can be noticed FBSO is showing a good performance than BSO although they are very close in some of the cases. On the other hand, Figure 7 illustrates the energy stretch factor for the different number of nodes per network. Again FBSO is much better in terms of energy saving in almost all of the cases. However, both BSO and FBSO are performing the same in small networks but the difference clearly appears with increasing the number of nodes. 
Conclusions
The paper introduced a new version of BSO algorithm. The proposed algorithm utilises the fuzzy C-mean instead of K-mean in the clustering phase. In addition, the proposed new BSO algorithm depends on the predator/prey to get out of the local optima. In addition, the problem of ETC in WSNs is solved by BSO and FBSO. Based on our proof of concept experiments, FBSO results seem promising and overperform the original version of BSO. In the future work, the FBSO will be used in solving other complex optimisation problems.
